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Abstract larger, in other wards more diffusive, than those for
molecular gases such as N, and mixture of N2+2H,.

10-kW-class water-cooled nitrogen-arcjet flowfields Hence, the arcs for molecular gases tended to be
were studied by means of spectroscopic diagnostics. The constricted because of dissociation process. These
atomic excitation temperature and the electron density in experimental results agreed with analytical ones.
the constrictor increased from 15,000 to 18,000 K and
from 1x10'5 to 2x10" cm-', respectively, with the input The paper describes a current study to understand
power level of 7-11 kW. An increase in the mass flow quantitatively plasma properties in a medium-power dc
rate raised the electron density because of enhanced arcjet, particularly non-equilibrium nitrogen flowfields in the
thermal pinch effect of the arc column. In the expansion expansion nozzle, by means of optical diagnostics and
nozzle, the pressure and the electron density decreased numerical analysis.
drastically downstream, and therefore the plasma was
expected to be highly non-equilibrium. The N,' The discharge voltages, local pressures and current
vibrational temperature reached about 6,000 K at the fractions on the anode are measured. Spectroscopic
nozzle exit, and the N2, rotational temperature decreased measurement is carried out, and several plasma properties
gradually, resulting in a range of 1,000-2,500 K. Also, are examined from the data. Atomic electron excitation,
the arcjet flowfields were numerically analyzed using a molecular vibrational and rotational temperatures are
quasi-one dimensional core-flow model. The calculation determined, and electron densities are also estimated
results showed that the arc for N2 passed through the using hydrogen H / line Stark broadening with a mixture
constrictor and that in the expansion nozzle the heavy of nitrogen and a few percent seed hydrogen.
species temperature drastically decreased downstream Furthermore, arcjet flowfields are numerically analyzed
compared with the electron temperature. Thus, the arcjet using a quasi-one dimensional core-flow model, in which
nozzle flow was expected to be nearly frozen flow. radial mass transfer, and dissociation and ionization

processes in chemically and thermally non-equilibrium
I. Introduction (partially-LTE) condition are considered. The analyzed

results are compared with the experimental ones.
The medium-power 10-kW-class direct-current (dc)

arcjet thruster is a promising device suitable for future II. Experimental Apparatus
missions for planetary exploration and construction of large
stations. The recent research and development of arcjet Figure 1 shows the cross section of the 10-kW-class
thrusters encounters significant problems as follows: (1) dc arcjet used for this study. The electrodes are of
low thrust efficiency; (2) severe electrode erosion. These water-cooled. A constrictor has a diameter of 6 mm and
features are related to the arc structure and the flowfield a length of 7 mm. A divergent nozzle has an exit
in the arcjet chamber. However, inner plasma properties diameter of 34 mm and an angle of 52 deg. The ratio
are not clear because of the complicated flowfield including of the cross sectional area of the nozzle exit to that of the
the interaction between arc and gas flow and energy constrictor is 32.1. The convergent-divergent anode
transfer etc.'" made of copper is divided into the expansion nozzle part

and the constrictor-plenum chamber part, and both anode
We have studied the correlation between the parts are electrically insulated from each other with a

discharge characteristics and the arc features in the arcjet silicon sheet; thus, the current entering each anode part
chamber. The arc structure was found to depend can be measured. As shown in Fig.1(b), the anode is
strongly on propellant species; that is, the arc diameters provided with quartz glass rings for arc observation and
for monatomic gases such as He and Ar were found to be optical diagnostics. A cylindrical cathode made of 2-%-
* Research Engineer, Member JSASS/AIAA thoriated tungsten has a diameter of 9.8 mm. The gap
* Graduate Student of Osaka University between the electrodes, which is defined as the axial

+ Lecturer, Member JSASS distance between the cathode tip and the constrictor
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propellant. The gas is injected tangentially from the
Cathode(Th-W) Water Out upstream end of the plenum discharge chamber.

Water Out Gas In Pressures are measured with a manometer at various
locations in the arcjet. Also, temperatures of cooling
water are measured, and the thermal efficiency is
estimated.

Anode(Cu)

The arcjet is operated with input power levels of 3-12
kW at discharge currents of 70-150 A. High-frequency
discharge of 3 MHz and amplitude 2 kV is used for arc

Insulator Water In initiation. The arcjet is set on a flange of a vacuum tank,
0 , , 50 Quartz Glass Rings Water In into which the heated gas is exhausted, as shown in Fig.2.

The vacuum tank 0.8 m in diameter and 1.5 m long is
(a) Configuration of dc arcjet. evacuated to 1-10 Pa during operations.

Quartz Glass Rings Emission spectroscopic measurement is conducted as
reliable plasma diagnostics in arcjet chambers. Light

1 2 3 4 5 comes from the plasma through a quartz glass slit of 0.5
mm in width, as shown in Fig.1(b). The emission from
the arcjet center axis to 5 mm in radius is collected by a

Cathode / lens of 80 mm in focal length and is introduced into a
0.5-m monochrometer. The monochrometer of

S___ diffraction-grating-type HAMAMATSU C5095 is provided
- -e. with 150 and 2,400 grooves/mm grating plates and a

1024-channel diode array detector, achieving spectral
°0N resolutions of 0.8 and 0.05 nm, respectively, per detector

2 7 channel. Electron number densities and several
Anode plasma temperatures of atomic excitation temperature for

N' and molecular vibrational and rotational temperatures
(b) Arrangement of electrodes and quartz glass for N, and N2* are determined using the spectral data.
rings. The electron density is estimated from the Stark width of

hydrogen H4 line 486.1 nm, in which the mixture of
Fig.1 Cross section of 10-kW-class water-cooled nitrogen and a few percent seed hydrogen is used.
direct-current (dc) arcjet. The expansion nozzle
is exchanged to another one with quartz glass The atomic-ion excitation temperature is determined
rings in different axial positions for optical using a relative intensity method of spectral lines, i.e., by
measurement. means of Boltzmann plotting with NIl spectral lines of

417.6, 444.7, 453.0, 460.7, 461.4, 462.1, 463.1, 566.7,
567.6 and 568.0 nm under the assumption of local
thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE), in which the linearity of

Cooling Water the Boltzmann plotting and the theoretical limiting criteria

Recorder Thermocouple on electron density and local pressure were considered for
estimation of separation from LTE.5  The molecular

Manometer vibrational temperature is also determined from an intensity
G ratio of two lower energy transitions as well as the

ss Arcet determination of the atomic-ion excitation temperature
> under the assumption of partial LTE, in which LTE was not

SLVacuum Pump satisfied completely.6 Spectral band heads of 380.4 and
--- Lens 375.4 nm (second positive band C3n,-B3'1,) for N2 and of

SV acuum Chamber 427.8 and 423.6 nm (first negative band B2 ',-X2 g') for

D.C. Power are used."

Supply Monochrometer
The relative intensity method can not be used to

Fig.2 Experimental system of dc arcjet fixed on determine rotational temperatures because the rotational
flange of vacuum tank. lines are too close together and overlapped. Therefore,

2
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the theoretical intensity distribution for a band is calculated
with an assumed rotational temperature and compared to 200
the measured spectrum.9-'" The rotational temperature is * m=0.16g/s

found iteratively by varying the temperature of the N2 1N 150=100A-

theoretical distribution. The N,* B2 ,'-X 2'- transition N 100
band at 427.8 nm is used. 50

1l. Experimental Results and Discussion 0 1
Discharge Voltage and Arc Attachment on Anode -00 400 500 600

Wavelength , nm
Figure 3 shows the discharge voltage vs discharge Wavelength, n

current characteristics. The discharge voltage gradually (a) rh=0.16 g/s, 1=100 A.

200 rh=0.16g/s
100 ,- - *- - -l l,,'---0 o rm=0.16g/s = 150 -=150A N2 N* Nil Nil N

* m=0.26g/s . -/ \
o rh=0.41g/s
a rh=0.62g/s 50

0 80 v v =0.78g/s
Sv 0
S10kW v C

> ______50_
S\5kW A 300 400 500 600

_ n Wavelength, nm
S60- 

. 6 o0 (b) r=0.16 g/s, 1=150 A.
* 6

0 100
o o o 0 r=0.78g/s N2+  Nil Nil NIl

40--- 75-I=100A A

60 80 100 120 140 160
Discharge Current, A 50

Fig.3 Discharge voltage vs discharge current 25

characteristics of dc arcjet. ) 0

-25
300 400 500 600

30 Wavelength, nm

(c) rfi=0.78 g/s, 1=100 A.

25 v v  _2 2000
mrh=0.78g/sa m=0 7 8 9 /  Nil Nil Nil

S20- 1500- I=150A
20 0

0 1000-

n 0 0 rh=0.41g/s C
o a rh=0.62g/s E

10 o v rh=0.78g/s -500
300 400 500 600

, Wavelength , nm

0 5 10 15 (d) rh=0.78 g/s, 1=150 A.
Input Power, kW

Fig.4 Pressure in constrictor vs input power Fig.5 Typical spectra emitted from plasma in

characteristics of dc arcjet. constrictor.
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decreases with the discharge current at a constant mass attaches to the expansion nozzle, which is called a
flow rate, and it is approaching a constant value for high constricted arc.
current levels about 120 A. An increase in the mass
flow rate raises the voltage with a constant current. Thus, Arc Plasmas in Constrictor
the electrical input power ranges from 3 to 11 kW. Also,
the thermal efficiency evaluated was 50 to 70 % for all Figure 4 shows the pressure in the constrictor vs
operations, input power characteristics. The pressure increases

linearly with the input power at each mass flow rate and
The measured current fraction on the anode showed ranges from 10 to 30 kPa.

that most of the discharge current entered the expansion
nozzle part regardless of operational conditions. It is The typical spectra emitted from the plasma in the
expected that the arc passes through the constrictor and constrictor are shown in Fig.5. The bands for N, and N,*

are observed at a low discharge current of 100 A or at a
small mass flow rate of 0.16 g/s. On the other hand, the
atomic ion spectra Nil are observed at a high discharge

2 -- I - current of 150 A or at a large mass flow rate of 0.78 g/s.
S. Since the bands for moleculars were very noisy in the

0 v .-- constrictor, the molecular vibrational and rotational
x 1.8 temperatures were not able to be determined.

6 . -- - Figure 6 shows the dependences of the input power
. -- or the specific power on the atomic-ion N* excitation

S .. temperature and the electron density in the constrictor.
Sm1.4 .The excitation temperature was able to be determinedSmrh=0.41g/s

.A =0.62g/s under LTE condition only in an electron density range
15&a ri=0.62g6 M-3

S1.2 vrin=0.78g/s above 1.02 10" cm' 3 , i.e., a pressure range above 20

U kPa as shown in Fig.4. Both excitation temperature and
electron density increase with the input power at a

1 - ' constant mass flow rate. Particularly, the excitation
6 8 10 12 temperature increases linearly, and the characteristic line

Input Power, kW is independent of the mass flow rate. The excitation

(a) Atomic-ion excitation temperature. temperature and electron density range from 15,000 to
18,000 K and from 1X 10' to 2x10'6 cm- 3, respectively,
in an input power range of 7-11 kW. An increase in the

10' mass flow rate raises the electron density with a constant
specific power. This is expected because an increase in

o rh=0.16g/s the mass flow rate enhances the thermal pinch effect, by
So m=0.41g/sSo rh=0.41 gs which Joule heating occurs efficiently in the constricted arc
E A rfi=0.62g/sS. column. This agrees with the variation of spectral

v mh=0.78g/s
SVA=0.7 species observed for the mass flow rate as shown in

. 1016- VO 7 Fig.5.
O o
So Non-Equilibrium Plasmas in Expansion Nozzle

f0uo
o Figure 7 shows the axial variations of the pressure in

the expansion nozzle. The pressure decreases drastically
from 10-30 kPa in the constrictor to an order of 102 Pa

0 10 20 30 40 50 downstream in the nozzle because of supersonic

Specific Power, MJ/kg expansion. This feature agrees with that of the electron
density as shown in Fig.8; that is, the electron density

(b) Electron density, reaches an order of 10"3 cm-3 at the nozzle exit. As a
result, no atomic ion spectrum was observed in the

Fig.6 Dependences of input power or specific expansion nozzle, and the bands of N2 and N,' were

power on atomic-ion excitation temperature and mainly observed. This is expected because excitation

electron density in constrictor, collisions between atomic ions and electrons hardly occur

4
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1.4
10^ ---- '--'-- --

Yo rh=0.16g/s I=100A
o rh=0.16g/s I=100A .. o rh=0.16g/s I=120A

So h=0.16g/s I=150A x 1.2 N2 & mr=0.62g/s I=100A
a rh=0.78g/s I=100A v rh=0.62g/s I=120A
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_ VQ. 103 [v v -- § D

0 0.6
0 >
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0 5 10 15 20 25 AreaRatioArea Ratio

(a) Vibrational temperature.
Fig.7 Axial variations of pressure in expansion

nozzle. The area ratio is defined as the ratio of 3
the axial-plane cross sectional area of the

expansion nozzle to that of the constrictor. O rh=0.62g/s I=1 0AN, om =0.62g/s 1=120A
x  A rh=0.78g/s I=100A

10172
10 A

o rh=0.16g/s I=100A o
So rh=0.16g/s I=150A E o

E 16 a rh=0.78g/s I=100A I A
Sv rh=0.78g/s 1=150A o

0 0

S1015 -

0
c v n,-

A 0 10 20 30 40

S1014 o V Area Ratio

o (b) Rotational temperature.

1013 Fig.9 Axial variations of vibrational and rotational
0 10 20 30 400 10 20 40 temperatures for molecular-ion N 2 in expansion

a R nozzle. The area ratio is defined as the ratio of
Fig.8 Axial variations of electron density in the axial-plane cross sectional area of the
expansion nozzle. The area ratio is defined as expansion nozzle to that of the constrictor.
the ratio of the axial-plane cross sectional area of
the expansion nozzle to that of the constrictor.

downstream to the nozzle outlet; i.e., the axial variation
has the minimum. Several flowfield analytical results

under the low pressure and small electron density show that the vibrational temperature is kept to a constant
environment in the nozzle. Hence, the heated gas is value in the expansion nozzle because of much slower
expected to be highly non-equilibrium throughout the relaxation of vibrational modes than the characteristic flow
nozzle. time."' . 1 The present experimental result is expected to

be explained as follows. The mixing between the arc and
Figure 9 shows the axial variations of the vibrational the cold gas around it occurs drastically near the nozzle

and rotational temperatures of the molecular-ion N,' in the inlet on account of unbalance of radial pressure, and the
expansion nozzle. The vibrational temperature decreases average vibrational temperature decreases. However, the
from about 9.000 at the nozzle inlet to about 6,000 K at core flow with a high vibrational temperature is maintained
a location of an area ratio of 10, and increases gradually on the center axis of the arcjet even though the arc

5
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2.5 - 1 1015

S Open Symbol N2 o r=0.16g/s

2 Closed Symbol N2 mo rm=0.41g/s o r=0.16g/sx h 1=0.62g/ss2 A A rh=0.62g/s , m=.41g/s
v rh=0.78g/s E A rh=0.62g/s

S v rh=0.78g/s
0 1.5 -
0

. 1 14- 0
E 0 0 O 0
S1. o O o oo

S10 12 0 10 20 30 40 50

Input Power , kW Specific Power, MJ/kgFig.10 Vibrational temperatures vs input power (a) Electron density.

characteristics for N, and N2 at expansion nozzle

exit. The vibrational temperatures of N2' and N,
are represented with the open and closed 1

symbols, respectively. O ri=0.41g/s
0.9 0 - rh=0.62g/s

2 4 6 8 10 12 0 10 20 30 40 50
Input Power , kW Specific Power, MJ/kg

Fig.10 Vibrational temperatures vs input power (a) Electron density.
characteristics for N, and N,* at expansion nozzle
exit. The vibrational temperatures of N2* and N,
are represented with the open and closed 1
symbols, respectively. Dm=0.41g/s

v rh=0.78g/s
attaches to the expansion nozzle just after the mixing. v
Accordingly, the vibrational temperature increases 0.8 O
downstream near the nozzle outlet. On the other hand,
the rotational temperature decreases gradually downstream C 0
in the nozzle by supersonic expansion, and ranges from " 0.7 -
1,000 to 2,500 K. This is reasonable compared with the
analytical results.

0.6 V

Figure 10 shows the vibrational temperatures of the v
molecular N2 and the molecular-ion N2, vs input power 0.5 1 '
characteristics at the expansion nozzle outlet. The 8 10 12

vibrational temperature of N,' increases with the input It owe
power at a constant mass flow rate, and a decrease in the (b) Ratio of electron densities.
mass flow rate raises the vibrational temperature with a
constant input power level. On the other hand, the

Fig.11 Dependences of specific power or inputvibrational temperature of N, has a small variation for the
power on electron density at expansion nozzle exitinput power. The vibrational temperature of N is higher power on electron density at expansion nozzle exit
and on its ratio to electron density in constrictor.than that of N, except with a high mass flow rate of 0.78
The electron densities at the expansion nozzle exitg/s although the vibrational temperature of N,' is close to he e on siti ae epnsin n e
and in the constrictor are represented with thethat of N2 at low input power levels. It is considered that and n re ep w

the energy transfer due to Coulomb collisions between symbos n and ', respectively.
heated electrons and molecular ions occurs actively with
high input powers, enhanced in the constrictor with high mass flow rates.

As shown in Fig.11(b), the ratio of the electron densities
Figure 11 shows the -dependences of the specific increases with the input power at a constant mass flow

power or the input power on the electron density at the rate; that is, a higher ionization gas flow is maintained at
expansion nozzle exit and on the ratios of the electron the center axis throughout the expansion nozzle. On the
density at the nozzle exit to that in the constrictor. The other hand, as the mass flow rate increases, the ratio
electron density increases with the input power at a decreases at a constant input power. It is inferred that
constant mass flow rate. An increase in the mass flow recombination occurs more frequency with a larger mass
rate enlarges the electron density with a constant specific flow rate.
power. This is mainly expected because of thermal pinch

6
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IV. Flowfield Analysis In chemically and thermally non-equilibrium flowfield
analysis, the following conservation equations of species

Modeling of Arc-Heated Flowfield for nitrogen gas are substituted for the equations in LTE
of law of mass action:

The present analysis is carried out using a quasi-one
dimensional core-flow model "'1 as sketched in Fig.12. m, d Ai K (1)

dz
An arc-heated flowfield is divided into two regions: one is
a current conduction region, i.e., arc column on the center
line of the arcjet, and the other is a cold gas flow region m d-- = A . (2)dz
surrounding the arc column. We assume for simplification
of calculation as follows: (1) The temperature in the cold where m, is the mass flow rate in the arc column, A, the
flow region is constant, and it is equal to the wall cross sectional area of the arc column, x and a the
temperature; (2) The temperature in the arc column region degrees of dissociation and ionization, respectively, and K
is radially uniform and axially variable; (3) The pressures the weight rate of species, which is related to the following
in both regions balance, and they are radially uniform and reactions:
axially variable; (4) Axial heat transfer and viscosity are Na= Na= N * N * Na

N2 * e N N e
neglected; (5) Axial gas flow is considered in both regions Na N N * N * N
although radial mass transfer is implicitly considered; (6) N * e N-+ e
Current density is radially uniform in the arc column
region; (7) Dissociation is considered for nitrogen where the molar concentrations are replaced with
molecular, and first ionization is considered for nitrogen expressions of x and a. Also, their reaction rates are
atom although the generation of nitrogen molecular-ions is used."
neglected; (8) Electrical input power is not dissipated into
bremsstrahlung and heat conduction loss to the wall. The following energy equation of electron in partially-

LTE is included.

R
d dz

-Const A I E-E T.-TI) -nE. -W.) (3)

z ( . ) n.O.,

rc Colurnn
MO n where n., T, and M. denote the number density,

Cold Flow temperature and mass of electron, respectively, u, and T,
Sthe velocity and temperature in the arc column, M, the

mass of s-species; v, is the electron - s-species
collision frequency, in which Q, represents the collisional

Fig.12 Sketch of core-flow model in dc arcjet. cross section. k, is Boltzmann constant; E, and E, are
the energies of ionization and dissociation, respectively; n,
is the nitrogen-atom number generated per unit volume
and time. I and E are the discharge current and the

Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions electric field, respectively. W, denotes the conductive
heat by electrons from the arc column to the cold flow

The equations of mass, momentum and energy region'6, and it is determined as described in Refs. 1 and
conservations in LTE condition are described in detail in 2.
Refs. 2 and 4. The boundary conditions at the inlet.i.e.,
in the axial position of the cathode tip are determined from The equations of state and enthalpy is also altered in
previous experimental results'.2 of temperatures, pressures, partially-LTE as follows:
arc radii as described in Refs. 2 and 4. Another boundary
condition is required for determination of all physical --= + a + 2 a - R.T (4)

P T
quantities at the upstream boundary. Thus, the ratio of
mass flow rates in the dual flow is an iterative parameter
as explained later. h- (4+x+a) T+5aT.} R0+z -+a -- (5)

7
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where p, p, h and R are the pressure, density, enthalpy
and gas constant, respectively. 12

o
Method of Numerical Simulation -

The governing equations are transformed into 1.1
nondimensional ones with the corresponding nine -

derivatives. The closed equations are solved
C.

computationally; that is, the variables are integrated in the E .
downstream direction from the cathode tip to the arc 4 V
attachment point where the radius of the arc column is c 1 Qg--- 8/s

S.---. 6g/sequal to the wall radius. In this calculation, the gradients 0 /s
----- 049/sof the physical quantities are frozen just near the sonic - Q2/s

point to avoid its singularity, and the subsonic flow is
connected smoothly with the supersonic one. .9

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Solving the basic equations for a set of the inlet Axial Distance, mm

parameters with an arbitrary ratio of mass flow rates in the (a) Electron temperature.
arc column and cold gas region, the arcs for N2 do not
attach to the anode, even to the expansion nozzle,
although the arcs for Ar attach to the constrictor wall. 12
Thus, a series of the numerical integration for N2 is carried b
out for variation of the ratio of mass flow rates at the x
upstream boundary until the Mach number of the cold gas a 1
flow reaches unity at the downstream exit of the constrictor
and a real solution is determined by the supersonic
expansion condition. Also, we assume that Joule heating -
does not occur downstream from the constrictor outlet. ' . I-150A

SC -* -- 08g/sV. Calculation Results and Discussion s \U 0-- U69/s
O .6 ----- 0.4g/s

The electrode shape with a constrictor of 6 mm in ---- 2g/s
diameter and 7 mm long and an electrode gap of 2 mm,
which equals to that for the above experimental arcjet, is

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
45 Axial Distance, mm

(b) Heavy species temperature.
E 40

E/ Fig.14 Axial variations of electron and heavy
S3.5C  Anode species temperatures in partially-LTE.

-o

Sused for the present calculation. The discharge current
E is 150 A, and the nitrogen mass flow rate is varied.
-. 25 -- Nz. 1-150A

S .. 0.8 gs The axial variations of the arc column radius in
u 20 0.6 g/s chemically and thermally non-equilibrium condition for N2

< 0.2 g/s are shown in Fig.13. The arcs pass through the
1.5 - ___. _ _constrictor and do not attach even to the expansion

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 nozzle. We may need to improve the interface conditions
Axial Distance , mm between the arc column and cold gas flow region in the

present analytical model. An increase in the mass flow
Fig.13 Axial variations of arc column radius in rate decreases the arc radius at a same axial position; i.e.,
partially-LTE. thermal pinch works effectively with a large mass flow rate.

8
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In the expansion nozzle, as thermal energy is converted
2.0 smoothly into kinetic energy as shown in Fig.15, the heavy

species temperatures drastically decrease downstream
o Nz. [-150A /compared the electron temperatures. This is because of

1.5 ----- 08 g/s little energy transfer from heated electrons to heavy
--- Q6 g/s particles, i.e., because only electrons are heated in the
----- 0.4 g/s nozzle. These tendencies of the calculated temperatures

- Q2 g/sI agree with those of the experimental ones.' 2  As shown
Z 1.0 - in Fig.16, the degree of ionization ranges from 0.03 to

i .- 1 0.15. The degree of dissociation is beyond 0.85, i.e.,

E -- under high dissociation. They are gradually approaching
ZQ 5  -- the fixed values in the nozzle. As a result, a large
Z - amount of the reaction energy is not recovered; that is, it
o is frozen flow loss. Consequently, the arcjet nozzle flows

are nearly frozen flows. These results calculated in
partially-LTE are compared with those in LTE in Refs. 1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 and2.
Axial Distance . mm

VI. Conclusions
Fig.15 Axial variations of Mach number in arc
column in partially-LTE. 10-kW-class water-cooled nitrogen-arcjet flowfields

were studied by means of spectroscopic diagnostics and
numerical analysis. The atomic excitation temperature

1.0 Q3 and electron density in the constrictor increased from
N2. I-150A ---- 0.8g/s 15,000 to 18,000 K and from 1x1O's to 2x10 16 cm' 6,

-- 06g/s respectively, with the input power level of 7-11 kW. An
a -- 0.4 g/s increase in the mass flow rate raised the electron density

S'- 2 gs ) because of enhanced thermal pinch effect of the arc
9- - - column. In the expansion nozzle, the pressure and

SDissociation' - electron density decreased drastically downstream, and
o - C therefore the plasma was expected to be highly non-

g -- - equilibrium. The N,' vibrational temperature reached

S08 .. --- 01 N about 6,000 K at the nozzle exit, and the N,' rotational
u o temperature gradually decreased downstream, resulting in

- '' Ionization a range of 1,000-2,500 K. Furthermore, relaxation of
Sionization was expected to occur more frequently with a

Q0.0 larger mass flow rate throughout the nozzle. Also, the
0 2 4 6 10 12 analyzed results showed that the arc for N2 passed

Axial Distance ,mm through the constrictor and that in the expansion nozzle
the heavy species temperature drastically decreased

Fig.16 Axial variations of dissociation and downstream compared with the electron temperature.
ionization degrees in partially-LTE. The calculated results agreed with the experimental ones.

Thus, the arcjet nozzle flow were expected to be nearly
frozen flow.

It is also noted that the arc shapes calculated in partially-
LTE are almost equal to those in LTE as shown in Refs. References
1 and 2.
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